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Abstract: The cognitive radio (CR) offers keen solution to the serious scarcity of spectrum in wireless
communication. In Multi-Input and Multi-Output (MIMO), primary user recruits some secondary users to
cooperatively relay the primary traffic. It is very difficult to assign channel allocation and resource distribution in
heterogeneous networks. We propose EPBDRA-CRN technique which provides priority scheduling scheme resulting
in more reliability and efficient data transmission. The resource allocation can be done dynamically after ensuring
that the nodes satisfy the specified constraints such as fairness, minimum-rate-guarantee, and minimum-delayguarantee. Proposed EPBDRA-CRN algorithm does resource allocation and scheduling for PU and SU to exploit the
performance of entire network by reducing the interference at PU. The proposal also supports different rates of
transmission with priority, minimizes the transmission delay and improves fairness and provides significant network
throughput and avoids collision. We compare EPBDRA-CRN with existing DRA-CRN algorithm using ns-2
simulation. The simulation result shows that the proposal is 27% more efficient than the existing DRA-CRN
algorithm.
Keywords: Cognitive radio, MIMO, SINR, Dynamic allocation, OFDMA.

1. Introduction
CR is an emerging technology which gives a
suitable solution for the future generation of
wireless networks. The wireless communication
system has a lack of spectrum utilization. CR is a
promising technology and provides a smart solution
to improve the spectrum utilization. To avoid
scarcity of wireless spectrum, researchers have
designed intelligent secondary network concepts
which can enable opportunistic access of spectrum
free from licensed users or primary users (PU) [1].
CR is an intelligent wireless communication system
that utilizes spectrum opportunistically by
monitoring the licensed frequency spectrum to
reliably detect PU signals and operate the secondary
users (SU) whenever the PU is absent [2]. The
detection of PU signals as characterized by spectrum
sensing, geolocation database usages or combination
of both. The functionalities of cognitive radio are
spectrum access, cooperative communication

method and reducing the interference and these
technologies are deployed in various networks like
MANET, WLAN, broadcasting television networks
etc. [3].
MIMO is a new technology developed in the
physical layer and it could have many advantages
since it uses many antennas and follows enhanced
signal processing techniques. MIMO operates the
utilization of altered transmitter and getting
receiving wires at the presented hubs to form the
usage of system ideally and to operative multipath
spread for expanding dependability [2, 3].
In this paper, we can mainly focus on increasing
the capability of the secondary network during the
exploration of the MIMO-CRN. The dynamic
resource allocation technique maximizes the
spectrum utilization, power allocation for
multichannel, selection of secondary users based on
their QoS requirements [4]. The advantages of CRMIMO are largely independent and parallel [6].
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In this paper, we propose an efficient priority
based dynamic resource allocation in MIMO
cognitive radio network (EPBDRA-CRN). The
priority queue scheduling algorithm is adapted with
SBS. This algorithm controls transmission between
primary and secondary networks and provides a
significant throughput improvement than existing
DRA-CRN transmission algorithm. The proposed
algorithm supports different priorities, reduces the
interferences at PU, and reduces the transmission
delay in the given network.
MIMO-CRN technology has more advantages
like independent and parallel working nature.
MIMO-OFDM technology is a hybrid of both
MIMO and OFDM (orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing) features. MIMO technology improves
the multiple utilization capacity by transmitting
different signals over multiple antennas [4, 6].
OFDM technique splits a radio channel into a huge
quality of closely spaced sub-channels to offer more
reliable communication at extraordinary speed [8].
MIMO-OFDM is smart technology of choice for
next generation wireless systems such as
IEEE802.11n, IEEE802.16, and the future
generation cellular [9]. This technology has better
performance and bit error rate (BER) in any given
network of operation [12].
The proposed EPBDRA-CRN algorithm
provides the benefits of CR and MIMO by achieving
an overall higher throughput and lower delay in
heterogeneous wireless networks. In the rest of this
article we present literature survey in section II,
problem identification and solution in section III, the
proposed solution in section IV, simulation result in
section V and conclusion of this article in section VI.

2. Literature survey
Senthilmurguan.S [1] presented predictive
channel selection algorithm to allocate resource in
multichannel CRN.
S. Chu [2] presented holistic scheduling
algorithm which opportunistically schedules the
resource to transmit and select the available
channels in distributed fashion with respect to
channel information and also proposed centralized
and distribution algorithm to achieve network
performance.
S.J. Kim [3] presented two algorithms namely
convergent distributed algorithm without CR
constraints which provide optimal solution locally
and semi-distributed algorithm with CR constrains
which provides optimal solution during iterative
procedure implementation.
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D.W.K. Ng [4] presented the dynamic resource
allocation with scheduling design for MIMOOFDMA system with full duplex and hybrid
relaying as a non-convex and combinatorial
optimization problem and they considered
heterogeneous users and the loop-interference
cancellation error. Further, they could have been
developing an efficient iterative distributed resource
allocation algorithm with closed form of power and
subcarrier allocation policies based on dual
decomposition approach to solve the problem. A.
Ghosh [5] presented cross layer antenna selection
algorithm to improve the MIMO transmission
efficiency and learning based algorithm which
moderates the data rate variance among cognitive
nodes as well as number of channel switching events.
X. Xiao [6] primarily focuses on energyefficient resource allocation in a MIMO-OFDMA
system based on LTE standard. They have
formulated the energy efficiency algorithm using
mathematical equivalence to perform joint sub
channel assignment and power allocation with
Lagrange dual method. They improved the energy
efficiency of the resource allocation using an
efficient algorithm based on the integration of
bisection search and ellipsoid method.
Y. An [7] presented two algorithms for
improving the performance of cognitive radio
wireless local area network based on cooperative
transmitting approach. This system does not have
priority scheduling approach.
M. Ghamar [8] presented an adaptive
transmission strategy for underlay MIMO
cooperative cognitive radio networks.
Z. Khan [10] presented a simple adaptive winshift lose-randomize strategy and also have utilized
the framework of repeated games with imperfect
observations and limited memory for dynamic
resource allocation but it does not use priority
scheduling strategy.
D.T. Hoang [11] presented an online learning
algorithm that observes the environment and adapts
the channel access action accordingly without any
prior knowledge about the model parameters. The
algorithm involves a Markov decision process to
achieve the optimized solution to improve
throughput.
S. Tapaswi [15] presented a novel algorithm to
model the dynamic channel allocation problem in
cognitive radio networks. The proposed system
contained unique system for dynamic channel
allocation but no specific approach has been
considered for priority scheduling.
W. Wang [16] presented distributed scheme or
optimal resource allocation without exchanging
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spectrum dynamics information between remote
nodes. They used queue-balanced system for
resource allocation in the network. Node based
distributed algorithm is proposed to allocate power
between nodes.
A. Mohamedou [17] presented centralized and
distributed algorithm for power distribution between
multiple nodes.
M. Khasawneh [20] presented power trading
approach with Nash equilibrium algorithm which is
implemented at SU for improving power during
transmission.
P. Reba [21] presented an efficient channel
selection algorithm at transmitter and receiver side
which will select multiple antennas for data
transmission.
S. Tamilarasan [26, 27] presented dynamic
resource allocation with priority scheduling for
heterogeneous cognitive radio network which
supports an effective utilization of channels when
PU is idle but this algorithm doesn’t used in MIMO
cognitive radio networks.

3. Problem identification and solution
From this literature survey, it can be concluded
that there is no work which jointly provides dynamic
resource allocation and priority scheduling approach
in MIMO heterogeneous cognitive radio network.
We consider that heterogeneous cooperative CRN
services would be difficult in allocating the resource
effectively and hence design a channel allocation to
each node in the available network. SUs with
different rates are considered and the delay
requirements are not considered [12].Further, we use
the channel quality indicator (CQI) for estimation of
channel quality while transmitting the resources in
the given network [22, 23].
We propose to develop a dynamic resource
allocation with priority scheduling for MIMO
heterogeneous cooperative CRN. The network
contains primary users (PUs) and secondary users
(SUs) by different service requirements in a MIMO
Cooperative CRN.
Secondary network (SN)
contains SUs and secondary base station (SBS), the
SBS is responsible for assigning resources to each
node in the given network. The primary network
(PN) contains PUs and primary base station (PBS).
SU should have different characteristics such as
minimum rate guarantee with SUs (MGR-SU),
minimum delay guarantee with SUs (MDG-SU),
minimum rate and delay guarantee with SUs
(MRDG-SU) and best effort service with SUs (BESSU). During the resource allocation to the nodes the
following constraints should be met:
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Total power restriction [12] which includes the
total transmitted power of SU on all channels
must be within the power budget at the SBS.
 For MRG-SU, the transmission rate for SU
should be greater than the minimum-rate
threshold [12].
 For MDG-SU, the transmission delay for SU
should be less than the deadline threshold [12].
 For MRDG-SU, the transmission rate should be
greater than the minimum-rate threshold and the
transmission delay should be less than the
deadline threshold [12].
 For BES-SU, fairness constraint should be
satisfied [12].
During the transmission, we can measure the
channel quality by using a utility function like CQI
[22, 23]. The CQI is estimated in terms of the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) [24],
[25]. We have introduced priority queue scheduling
algorithm which measures the priority of each
incoming packet streams. The packets priority is
measured depending on the service type and
queuing delays [12].
CQI is estimated for each incoming packets
stream by multiplying the priority with channel gain.
Then, the assigned priority stream values are stored
in descending order. Then we can assign the values
to the respective type of SU. The highest objectives
of the packet stream are allocated to the MRDG-SU,
followed by MGR and MDG. The packet stream
with least objective function is assigned to BES-SU
[12, 13].

4. Proposed solution
4.1 System model
The CRN consists of PN and SN. The PN
consist of PUs (Licensed users) and PBS. The SN
consists of SUs (Unlicensed users) and SBS. Both
PN and SN use OFDM technologies. The SN should
sense the unused primary channels and
opportunistically exploit the idle channels for
heterogeneous services by using time-slice system.
SN senses M channels in each time slice intervals
and effectively utilizes the idle channels when PU is
idle. Channels are sensed by using channel sensing
technology which is adopted at secondary network.
These techniques monitor the channel status and
sense the channel and communicate the sensing
information to the SBS in SN. Then the SBS should
make decisions to define whether the idle channels
are available or not. The priority scheduling
algorithm is implemented at SBS in SN [12, 13]
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Whenever the PUs does not access the channels,
at that time the SUs should access the idle channel
optimally. Periodically, the occurrence of a PU is
checked for and if found the channel is returned to
the PU. This prevents SU interference with PUs and
the idle channels are accessed only when PU is not
accessing the assigned channel [3, 12].
PUs operations are given more priority during
the channel exploitation and PU should not be
disturbed by any interference like satellite
communication, medical equipment’s. SBS controls
the resource allocation for SUs in the given network.
According to SUs request SBS would determine
which channel to access and which SU to be
provided the channel. In this article, we consider the
following characteristics of MIMO heterogeneous
SUs.
 K1: Minimum-rate guarantee with SUs (MRGSU)
 K2: Best effort service with SUs (BES-SU)
 K3:Minimum delay guarantee with SUs (MDGSU)
 K4: Minimum rate and delay guarantee with
SUs (MRDG-SU)
We assume that N idle sub-channels are in the
given time slots and SBS senses these N idle
channels (N ≤ M). The access of N channels varies
dynamically in different time slice intervals. The
channel state is determined for M channels by
comparing total power (POWmTOTAL) assigned to M
channels with threshold value (TEm) [12].
In this paper, we mainly focus on power,
channel and resource allocation. Also to reduce the
complexity of the network, we assume K1, K2, K3,
and K4 relation as K1=K2=K3=K4. The SN has
equal number of heterogeneous SUs with MRG-SU,
MDG-SU, MDRG-SU and BES-SU. We assume
that during the resource allocation, the SBS allocates
these K SUs on N channels. The objective of the
channel selection system is to give the channel
information. Based on the channel state, and the
resource allocation time, data is transmitted between
SUs and SBS in the data transmission time [12, 13].
The SBS will perform optimal resource
allocation to heterogeneous SUs and PUs with the
following assumption.
 Let each and every channel be assigned to one
SU. The binary index method ηk, n ∈ {1, 0} is
used to represent channel allocation. If (ηn, k
=1) then channel n is allocated to SUk.
Otherwise channel n is not allocated to SUk.
 Total power constraint: Let POWTOTAL be used to
denote the total power budget required for each
SUs in the given network. Here ρk, n is used to
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represent the transmit power for SUk in subchannel. In each time slot, the base station
transmits a power for SUs in the network.
k 1 k 2  k 3 k 4


k 1



N



k, n

,  k , n  POWTOTAL

Minimum rate guarantee: The SUs transmission
performance is determined by minimum rate
threshold guarantee (MRkmin) in the given
network.
min
MRk MRk k  k1 k 2  k 3  k 4



(1)

n 1

(2)

Proportional-fairness constraint: The fairness
guarantee for SUk is ki or k1 or k2 or k3 or k4.
Assume that the proportional factor is δk
MRk



MRi

 k  k1  k 2  k 3  k 4

(3)

ik 1 k 2 k 3 k 4

Where δk, ∀k∈k1∪k2∪k3∪k4
predetermined.


values

are

During resource allocation, we consider
bandwidth metrics, because the performance of
the network depends on the bandwidth capacity.



 1  1.5  k , nSNRk , n 

MRk   n, kETBlog 2 
0.2
 
 ln 
n 1

 

 BERTARGET  

N

k  k1  k2  k3  k4

(4)

 Where, ETB is a transmission bandwidth on
each channel. BERTARGET is target bit error
rate. SNR is signal-to-noise ratio[12], [13].
4.2 MIMO-CRN
MIMO-CRN consists of PN and SN. PN
consists of PUs and PBS. SN consists of SUs and
SBS. Let us assume that there are P numbers of
secondary user which is denoted by ΨP = {1, 2, 3
…P} and N number of orthogonal channels denoted
by ΨN = {1, 2, 3…N}[10].
In the secondary network, the SUs are well
furnished with two MIMO antennas. The SBS is
linked with each SUs and it is the SBS that will
decide on which channel should be assigned to
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which SU for transmission. PUs are linked with SUs
by M channels. Let us assume that the successful
transmission between PUTX and PURX in the PU
node during the concurrent transmission between
SUTX and SURX is well-established [7, 10, 12, 13,
18].
During the transmission, SUTX should have
limited energy for transmission so that interference
power received at primary receiver node PURX will
not go beyond its maximum threshold level. The
presence of PU at the SBS should estimate channel
quality periodically by using channel quality
indicator (CQI). Whenever the value of CQI is
decrease beyond the threshold level, it identifies the
presence of existing PU. Then the SU reverts the
sub-channel back to the PU. The total bandwidth of
cell is B and each sub channels contains an equal
quality of sub-carriers. Each sub channels
bandwidth quality is calculated by B/ΨN. CQI of
any sub-channel is defined using the Signal-ToInterference-Plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) detected by
the SBS during channel allocation [14, 15, 24, 25].

SINR 

PSIGNAL
PINTERFERENCE  NOISE

(5)

Where PSIGNAL is an incoming signal power,
PINTERFERENCE is the background power, NOISE is
some noise term. It may be constant or random.
Assume that PINTERFERENCE = 0 then SNIR reduces
signal to signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). At SBS the
channel quality indicator is measured by [19].

CQI  log 2  1  SINR 

queue [12, 15]. The secondary user requires power
for data transmission in each time slots [20]. The
estimated priority values are stored in descending
order and then the priority values are assigned to the
specific SU. The packet stream with the highest
priority objective function is allocated to the
MRDG-SU followed by MRG-SU and MDG-SU.
The stream with least priority objective function is
assigned to BES-SU.
4.3 Channel allocation for SU and handoff
When data transmission takes place, all nodes in
heterogeneous CRN are intermediate nodes. Here
data transmission takes place between PUs and SUs.
Nodes which are likely to be close to PURX are
called SURX and nodes that are likely to be close to
PUTX are called SUTX. We can assume that the total
numbers of SUs in SN are SUTOTAL. The SN is well
equipped with nodes and MIMO antennas. Here all
SN consists of SUs and SU-BS. The SU-BS takes
decision for channel allocation to the SUs based on
its priority. The SU generates its request and
transmits the request to SU-BS. The SU-BS receives
the request signal from the SU and assigns the
priority value to each incoming request. The priority
values are stored in descending order in the priority
queue. The PU is communicated with the SU by M
channels.
The CQI continuously monitors and estimates
the channel quality. Once the value goes less than
the threshold value, the channel handoff to the PU in
PN takes place.

(6)

Initially, the idle channels are determined by the
PU and its information will be transmitted to SU
(either SUTX or SURX). Here the SUs sense the
available channels and determine the idle channels
in the network. The base station in the network
should be deciding the status of the channels. The
priority queue system is adopted with the SBS. The
secondary user should make channel access by
picking one of the available channels in the
networks. Here we can determine the priority of
each incoming packet streams by CQI status and
delay of queuing system. Then the objective
function is estimated for each and every incoming
packet stream by multiplying the priority with
channel gain. If the SU can select an idle channel
then it will start data transmission. During the data
transmission SU can retrieve data packets from the

Figure.1 MIMO- CRN data transmission
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4.4 Algorithm for channel allocation
Step 1: Define sub-channel K1 and K2
Step 2: Data transmission takes place
between PU (PUTX and PURX) and SU
(SUTX and SURX).
Step 3: Each sub-channel works on FrDiv
(Frequency Division) system by using
TDMA technique.
Step 4: SU senses the M channel to identify
available idle channel.
Step 5: Sensing information transmit to SBS
Step 6: SBS total power with threshold.
Step 7: If(Sensing Information Power >
Threshold|H0) then
 Select idle channel (H0)
 Calculate
false
alarm
probability of M channels.
FA
TOTAL
P m  Pr ob POW m TE m| 0 (7)



Request Terminated

Step 8: If(Sensing Information Power >
Threshold|H1) then
 Select busy channel (H1)
 Calculate
false
alarm
probability of M channels.

P


DET
m

 Pr ob POW m TE m| 1 (8)



If (ηn, k = 1) then, channel N
allocated to SUk, then request
terminated
 Else, channel N not allocated to
SUk, then request terminated.
Step 6: Check CQI at SBS
 If (CQI≯Threshold) then,
 Request terminated.
Step 7: SU checks MGR-SU constraints
min
 If ( MRk  MRk ) then,
 MGR-SU constraint is satisfied,
 Else MGR-SU constraint is not
satisfied, request terminated.
Step 8: Check Fairness at SU




MR


k
If
 MRi  Ki  then


 iki


 Fairness constraint satisfied,
 request terminated
Step 9: Check BES-SU constraint
 If (BES-SU≥TE) then,
 BES-SU constraint is satisfied
 Else, not satisfied
Step 10: Priority will assign to all SUs
Step 11: Checks the priority value at SUs Neighbour nodes

TOTAL

Request Terminated

Step 9: If SBS senses N channels and assign
time slots to each channels.
 If (N≤M) then
 The SBS is assigned SU with
the specified time slots.
 Request
Terminated,
then
GOTO step 4.
4.5 Algorithm for efficient priority based
dynamic resource allocation (EPBDRA–CRN)
Step 1: Determine the sub-channels and
assign K1 and K2
Step 2: SU request to SBS for sub-channel
allocation.
Step 3: SBS getting the sensing information
and perform channel estimation.
Step 4: All altered nodes like K≤N and all
SUs in SN network are accessed.
Step 5: SBS check the value of ηn, k and asks
PBS for sub-channel allocation.

Q 
TX
PR

Step 12: Check the neighbourhood transmitter
constraints TX
 TX={Ni-Bi} if 2|bi|<|Ni, Then,
 A neighbourhood transmitter
constraint TX is satisfied. Else






TX=  Ni  2 Then



Step 13:

Step 14:
Step 15:

Step 16:

A neighbourhood transmitter
constraint TX is not satisfied.
If (Random Number ≤QTX) then
 Rights to transmits. Else
 No Rights to transmit
The highest priority node is selected
from the database at SBS
Frame Division (FrDiv) divided into
initial FrDiv and final FrDiv
 (1-λ)FrDiv
During initial FrDiv
 SUTX is nominated by the PUTX
is permitted to access the
channel.
 Data transmission take place
between PUTX and SUTX, then
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Step 18:
Step 19:

Step 20:

Step 21:

Step 22:

Step 23:

4.6 Existing algorithms (DRA-CRN)
The existing algorithm provides the dynamic
resource allocation in CRN. This algorithm was not
hybrid with priority scheduling method as stated in
the articles [10, 12, 13, 17, 21].
Step 1: Define n sub-channels for SUs
Step 2: Sense the available PUs and SUs
 If PU channel is sensed then
 Handoff to SU
 Else
Step 3: Sensing a free available channels
Step 4: Sense the available PUs
 If PU channel is sensed then
 Handoff to SU in SN
Step 5: Preferable channel list (PCL) is used
to allocate the available resource to
SUs

20000
15000

DROP

Step 17:

forwarded to SURX, finally
delivered to the PURX.
 Destination
transmit
ACK
message during the next FrDiv
During final FrDiv
 SURX nominated by the PUTX is
permitted to access the channel
 Data transmission takes place
between PUTX and SURX.
 SURX forwards it directly to the
PURX.
 Destination
transmit
ACK
message during the next FrDiv.
Update Priority, then
Check the queue size
 If (Queue Size ≮ Threshold)
then,
 GOTO step 11
Idle channel is allocated to SU with
the highest priority and least queue
size
Check transmitted power is less than
total power allocated to the channel
then data transfer takes place.
Power allocation takes place for the
SU allotted with the sub-channel, then
data transfer is take place
Check channel quality indicator status
at SBS.
 If (CQI≯threshold) then
 request terminated
 Else
 GOTO step 10.
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DRA-CRN

0
10 20 30 40 50
CHANNEL
Figure.2 Channels vs. Drop

Step 6: Power allocation takes place for
channel allocation to the give SU
Step 7: Data can take place transmission, then
Step 8: Sense the available channels
 If PU channel is sensed then
 Handoff to the given SU
 Else
Step 9: Channels are assigned to other SUs
Step 10: PCL assigned value to SU based on
its request order
Step 11: GOTO STEP 2
Step 12: Request Terminated

5. Simulation results
In CRN, dynamic resource allocation algorithm
was used [10, 12, 13, 17, 21]. This algorithm does
not provide priority scheduling methods. The
proposed algorithm provides dynamic scheduling
with priority. Here spectrum hand-off takes place
between PU and SU. Each incoming packets priority
is determined on CQI and queuing delay [13].
In Fig. 2, during the transmission, drop refers to
the average number of packets dropped. Each
channel in the CRN experiences drop with respect to
the number of idle channels and mobility of nodes
present in the network. In CRN, if idle channels are
increased from 20 to 30 channels, the packet drop
due to the employment of proposed system is found
to be negligible as compared to existing system by
47%. Due to prioritization of SU at the SBS, each
idle channel in the network experiences less delay
and more throughputs. From Fig. 6, it can be
observed that proposed system is found to
experience 19% of fewer drops in data packets in
comparison to existing system.
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Figure.3 Channels vs. Delay

Figure.6 Speed vs. Drop
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7

3
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idle channels from 20 channels to 100 channels in
the given network. With variations in the mobility of
nodes from 10 m/s to 50 m/s the throughput of
proposed system is found to be 3% efficient in
comparison to existing system.
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6. Conclusion
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Figure.4 Channels vs. throughput
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Figure.5 Speed vs. throughput

In Fig. 3, the proposed system is found to
practice less delay since each SU is prioritized in
accessing the idle channel without any interference
occurring at the channel. Since each SU senses the
channel before accessing the channel and also
periodically checks for the existence of the PU, the
interference introduced due to the sudden
appearance of PU is reduced. Prioritization of SU’s
at the SBS leads to idle channel allocation robustly.
In Figs. 4 and 5 throughput in proposed system
is 41% more efficient with changing the number of

In this thesis, we could have understood scarcity
of dynamic resource allocation and extended more
knowledge about MIMO cognitive radio knowledge
with dynamic data transmission carried between PU
and SU. The PU transmits through SUs to
destination so that the required nodes in SN are
selected with specific constraints like MGR-SU,
MDR-SU, MDRG-SU, and BES-SU. Our proposed
EPBDRA-CRN system achieves a better
performance with the smart antennas and
transmission channels selection approach which
satisfies the intellectual properties of networks like
fairness and delay constraints. Nodes which are in
neighborhood in the given network should operate
on distinct accessible channels or cooperatively for
many-to-many
virtual
array
for
MIMO
communication on the same channel as per priority
scheduling method. The performance result shows
that our proposed algorithm is much more efficient
in coordinating transmission in a MIMO-CRN. In
simulation result, EPBDRA-CRN has been found to
have better throughput than DRA-CRN. Our
proposed algorithm minimized the interference at
PU. Hence the performance of the entire network
has improved better. The proposed algorithm
achieves more than 27% efficiency compared to
existing DRA-CRN. In future we can hybrid CR and
MIMO technique with priority scheduling algorithm
to reach best performance in forthcoming wireless
communication system.
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